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In accordance with US Department of Transportation (USDOT) Federal Regulation 49 
CFR Part 26, New Jersey Transit (NJ TRANSIT) has produced its proposed triennial 
Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) agency goal for *federal fiscal years 2023, 
2024, and 2025, which is 15.2%. On April 20, 2022, NJ TRANSIT held a public meeting 
to announce its proposed DBE agency goal and solicit public feedback. During the 
presentation,             NJ TRANSIT presented its DBE goal development methodology and 
took comments and questions from the public in response to the proposed goal.  
Subsequent to the public meeting, NJ TRANSIT posted its DBE goal methodology on the 
agency website and received public comments for thirty days, from May 1– May 31, 2022. 
Also, NJ TRANSIT’s Office of Business Development (OBD) held meetings with key 
stakeholders on their responses to the DBE goal. Below is a summary of all comments 
and questions received at the April 20th event and during the subsequent 30-day public 
comment period, including those questions received during stakeholder engagement 
meetings, along with NJ TRANSIT’s responses.  
NJ TRANSIT takes this opportunity to express its appreciation for all those who took time 
to share their thoughts and experiences in response to the proposed DBE agency goal. 

[Note: Comments and questions below have in many cases been reformatted from their 
original version to maintain the spirit of the comment / question succinctly, for ease of 
understanding and formatting responses related to NJ TRANSIT’s DBE triennial agency 
goal. If a question was asked specific to a business and a reply requested, that response 
will be provided directly to the organization that inquired under separate cover.] 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 Did NJ TRANSIT meet its DBE goal in the last 3 years? 

The current goal for Federal fiscal years 2020-2022 is 21.87%. NJ TRANSIT’s DBE 
goal attainment during this time was 18.81% in 2021 and 5.85% in 2020. The 2022 
attainment will not be known until 12/1/2022. In 2019, NJ TRANSIT’s agency goal was 
20.3% and NJ TRANSIT’s DBE goal attainment was 28.23%, exceeding the goal by 
7.93%. 

 Who are the companies that won awards? 
NJ TRANSIT lists all awarded contracts on its website at the following address: 
https://www.njtransit.com/procurement/notice-of-awards.  

 Did some of these companies have won awards before? 
It is quite possible that some of the companies that have won awards recently have 
won awards before. NJ TRANSIT does not actively review or track the previous 
contracts won by a Contractor, Consultant or Vendor at the time of award, nor does it 
restrict the number of projects a Contractor, Consultant or Vendor can win.  
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 Is there an oversite committee to make sure the same companies aren’t getting 
awards again?  

No. There is no set limit on the number of awards a company can win. 

 Is there a process for primes to pick DBE companies for subcontracting? 
Bidders/Proposers or Primes create the process by which they pick DBE companies 
for subcontracting. It is required that they seek DBE firms from the New Jersey Unified 
Certification Program (NJ UCP). Also, primes must adhere to contracting best 
practices including providing specifications in a timely way, entering into negotiations 
which must be completed by bid or cost proposal due date, etc. Finally, whatever 
process the prime contractor creates to pick DBEs, it must reflect a quality, quantity, 
and intensity of efforts such that the process supports a good faith effort to meet the 
goal. 

 Does the methodology used by NJ TRANSIT measure a firm's capacity or is a 
firm assumed to have capacity by being listed in the databases analyzed?  
When calculating NJ TRANSIT’s triennial agency goal, NJ TRANSIT applied the 
Federal Transit Administration’s (FTA’s) methodology which does not measure a 
firm’s capacity. USDOT’s DBE program does not require the measurement of a firm’s 
capacity to certify a firm as a DBE, nor to set agency or contract goals. The DBE 
certification denotes a firm has met (and continues to meet) all of the requirements of 
the program and is ready, willing, and able to perform on federal projects. 

 How is a waiver to [not] use DBEs verified by NJ Transit? is this process explicit 
when used by GCs? 
NJ TRANSIT does not accept waivers to DBE goals. All Bidders/Proposers must 
demonstrate a Good Faith Effort (GFE) to meet the DBE goal assigned to a 
project/contract. If a low Bidder or highest-ranked Proposer fails to demonstrate a GFE 
as required by USDOT DBE regulations NJ TRANSIT will not award the project to that 
Bidder or Proposer. 

 Is there any reduction in professional service firms like Engineers? List 
presented appears like only construction related firms. 
The North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) codes displayed in            
New Jersey Transit’s Proposed DBE Agency Goal for FFY 2023-2025 presentation 
we’re for illustrative purposes and were not comprehensive of all DBE opportunities 
available in the upcoming triennial period. There were variations (including reductions) 
in the number of DBE and non-DBE firms in some professional services compared to 
the last triennial period, however, the Engineering/Construction Management code 
(541330) saw some of the most substantial increases  in  of DBE and non-DBE 
availability. 
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 Thank you for the opportunity. My business is marketing and PR agency and we 
are a DBE. My comment is around creating a distinction between DBEs that are 
not in the engineering and architecting space. Many of the NJ TRANSIT 
materials, policies, and practices are geared towards the former. This places an 
undue burden on service businesses, particularly around insurance 
requirements, which should be lower for service firms because many of the 
protections do not apply to us. 
NJ TRANSIT is currently reviewing its practices in the area of insurance requirements 
to explore opportunities to better match insurance requirements to the risk related to 
a given scope of work on a project. 

 We receive request for submission of bids, no response is received after firms 
win and we are not notified of selection/rejection. Often after selection work is 
not assigned. I can give examples. 
NJ TRANSIT’s OBD conducts a fraud and compliance review of the Bidder/Proposer’s 
DBE Utilization Plan. This review includes telephone calls to all DBE and non-DBE 
firms identified by the Bidder/Proposer in their bid/proposal to ensure that the DBE 
firms know that the Bidder listed their firm as part of their efforts to meet the goal. OBD 
reaches out separately to each firm to verify independently their scope of work and 
negotiated subcontract value to ensure that the scope of work and price they agreed 
to is what the Bidder/Proposer listed. 

 More so a question than a comment…Any specific advices on how the small 
DBEs can actually land the contracts when the advantages seem to flow in the 
direction of larger, more established companies? In other words, how do the 
small companies get to stay competitive when within NJ TRANSIT? Is it more of 
a networking issue? 
NJ TRANSIT sets DBE goals on federal contracts to ensure DBE opportunities on 
those contracts. The best advice for DBEs to win those opportunities are to: 

1. Maintain an updated DBE certification and make sure the certification reflects 
the appropriate NAICS codes and comprehensive business description for the 
work your firm is certified to perform as a DBE. 

2. Attend NJ TRANSIT pre-bid and pre-proposal meetings to learn about 
contract details and network with primes and other DBEs who are interested 
in doing work on NJ TRANSIT contracts. 

3. Reach out to OBD for support. You can reach out to the specific Compliance 
Operations team member assigned to your specific contract or E-mail to 
OBDP@njtransit.com.  

 I would encourage all DBE's to take the opportunity to also write their comments 
and send them in the NJ Transit, 3 minutes is not enough to do justice to this 
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low goal in the face of billions of dollars of expenditure as part of the 
Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act. This is a historic moment when we need 
support and access to opportunities and strategic and tactical approaches to 
how to solve problem, If the strategies and methods to engage DBE's haven't 
changed in three years, that is a serious problem!! I will be providing specific 
written comments to address this. I have total confidence in the commitment of 
Leotis, Lisa-Marie, Liz, and the team, but I think we need to rally behind them 
with substantive feedback to get them to reconsider these goals. 
NJ TRANSIT is readily prepared to revisit and reconsider its DBE agency goal during 
the next triennial period as circumstances warrant. OBD welcomes all feedback and 
suggestions for ways we might better support DBEs in obtaining opportunities to work 
on NJ TRANSIT contracts. 

 We are a small electrical company, that is DBE & SBE certified. As a small 
company we have been having issues with receiving funding. Recently, we were 
unable to perform a DBE project due to lack of funding. 

As mentioned in New Jersey Transit’s Proposed DBE Agency Goal for FFY 2023-
2025 presentation, a focus of NJ TRANSIT’s efforts in the next triennial period will be 
securing bonding and other means of access to capital for DBEs.  

 We are a construction company, that has a DBE & MBE certification with the 
Port Authority of NY & NJ. We have been bidding as subcontractor in many 
projects for the last two years. We have given our proposal to over 50+ 
contractors and have received only two awarded projects. Those projects 
awarded to us however during the carpentry buyout package one contractor 
told us we did not have NYS MBE cert. and the other said that they are going to 
complete the project without us. 
Recommend reaching out to the Port Authority of NY and NJ for assistance with these 
specific contracting issues.  

 Dear New Jersey Transit OBD, we are a New York based company who is also 
registered to operate in New Jersey. We are certified by the Port Authority of 
NY&NJ as a SDVOB, SBE, MBE (Indigenous) and a DBE (vis-à-vis the US DOT). 
My question is do we qualify to participate in bidding / contracts on NJ Transit's 
proposed Triennial Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Agency Goal for 
Federal Fiscal Years 2023, 2024 and 2025. If so, please let us know. 
Any DBE certified in the New Jersey Unified Certification Program (NJUCP) DBE 
database may be eligible for DBE credit if their services are utilized on a NJ TRANSIT 
contract with a DBE goal. However, you do not need any certification to bid or work 
on NJ TRANSIT contracts. All firms are welcome to explore bidding opportunities with  
NJ TRANSIT. 
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 You have put out a public solicitation in regard to past "difficulties or barriers 

firms have faced." Our only barrier has been a lack of communication with 
attempting to find out information like this from the State of NJ. 
For information on New Jersey’s programs for Small, Minority, Woman, Veteran and 
Disabled Veteran Owned businesses go to: 
https://www.state.nj.us/treasury/revenue/business-cert-program.shtml  

 I would like it to be easier to identify prime contractors as I don’t wish to bid 
as a prime but do wish to be a subcontractor. 
As mentioned in New Jersey Transit’s Proposed DBE Agency Goal for FFY 2023-
2025 presentation, a focus of NJ TRANSIT’s efforts in the next triennial period will 
be prime/DBE networking. 

 As for accessing capital, bonding, and insurance – none of this is easy, 
especially for small businesses. Offering much greater support to help us 
obtain access to these financial instruments will undoubtedly cause an uptick 
in the number of contracts and subcontracts that MWBE firms are able to 
procure. 
As mentioned in New Jersey Transit’s Proposed DBE Agency Goal for FFY 2023-
2025 presentation, a focus of NJ TRANSIT’s efforts in the next triennial period will be 
securing bonding and other means of access to capital for DBEs.  

 Hello, have reached out to almost all the certified Advanced Steel Fabrication 
companies in association with the American Institute of Steel Construction, 
which certifies these companies. None of the Advanced Steel Fabricator's will 
give quoted pricing for Public Works and/ or Municipal construction contracts 
to my DBE certified company.  
Also, there should be a 15% to 25% penalty fee or hold back of funding for Prime 
contractors who don't honor the MBE DBE inclusion policy set by the Port 
Authority. This penalty fee's for non-compliance will ensure the Port Authority 
meets its goal of inclusion every year. Please advise. 

Recommend providing this feedback directly to Port Authority. NJ TRANSIT has a 
continuous focus on exploring mechanisms that ensure accountability for failing to 
meet DBE utilization commitments. 

 Good afternoon, thank you for allowing industries to comment on the NJ 
Transit’s proposed Triennial DBE Agency Goal. It is unfortunate to hear that the 
NJ Transit is having difficulties in receiving sufficient participation from 
qualified and certified DBE firms whereas our neighboring agency MTA-NYCT 
has the reverse issue. We believe that utilizing the past three years' participation 

https://www.state.nj.us/treasury/revenue/business-cert-program.shtml
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ratio may not be a fair evaluation due to the global pandemic of COVID-19.            
As we are all aware that the pandemic has presented great challenges for many 
small businesses and resource shortages. Setting a downward DBE goal may 
further impact the small businesses in providing support to the NJ Transit. We 
have received and maintained the DBE certification since 2009. However, our 
firm has faced many difficult barriers in getting on the team for the projects or 
even achieving the prime projects. Our firm has been very successful in 
capturing over 50 projects in the past 5 years from the MTA-NYCT with the 
scope of work very similar to those of NJ Transit’s Solicitations. The major 
challenge in being successful for NJ Transit’s solicitation is due to the large 
firms keep utilizing the same DBE firms and not allowing other certified DBE an 
opportunity to join the team. We are NJ based professional engineering and 
architect firm with almost zero work with NJ Transit. We thank you again for the 
opportunity and look forward to working with NJ Transit in near future. 
NJ TRANSIT is readily prepared to revisit and reconsider its DBE agency goal during 
the next triennial period as circumstances warrant. OBD welcomes all feedback and 
suggestions for ways we might better support DBEs in obtaining opportunities to work 
on NJ TRANSIT contracts. As mentioned in New Jersey Transit’s Proposed DBE 
Agency Goal for FFY 2023-2025 presentation, a focus of NJ TRANSIT’s efforts in the 
next triennial period will be prime/DBE networking. 

 What data was arrived to design the FTA's methodology finding? 
To obtain information on NJ TRANSIT’s application of DBE goal setting methodology, 
please refer New Jersey Transit’s Proposed DBE Agency Goal for FFY 2023-2025 
presentation in the links above this section. 

 And our primary line of business is management consulting and program 
management, and we are a DBE, MBE and SBE certified. So the first thing I 
would say is, you know, I'm not -- when you guys did your analysis, one of the 
things that may be helpful as you look forward is looking at -- particularly if 
you're doing race-conscious, what is the -- for the firms that are still -- that 
you've identified as DBE within respective NAICS code, was with the level of 
utilization for the firms that are, in fact, here. Because while we acknowledge or 
you reported that there's been some reductions in DBE presence, there's a 
number of firms, like myself, who have not really had the opportunity to 
participate on projects that have actually been seeking to do work. But we're 
kind of under the veil of prime contractors. And my experience has been the 
procurement design that has been kind of part of the solicitations have not 
really created that path forward for firms like mine to be able to advance, 
because it turns into either a cost conversation or turns into, you know, what 
preexisting relationships or -- are there -- you know, what -- where do they feel 
most comfortable finding the utilization that's in our project. And there's no 
opportunity for us to be visible to New Jersey Transit or even make a business 
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case to those firms. So, if we're relying on primes to be able to give us that 
access, there has to be more in the RFPs and the RFQs that call out the 
participation of DBEs in the rate that you can see. Because if you can't see it, 
then, you  know, we're still kind of, you know, filling those gaps. And the 
numbers that you're talking about in terms of utilization are not real, because 
they're not representative of the firms that have the capacity to contribute but 
have been denied the opportunity to do so. Thank you. 
NJ TRANSIT’s proposed DBE agency goal reflects the current DBE availability per 
FTA’s goal setting methodology. NJ TRANSIT is readily prepared to revisit and 
reconsider its DBE agency goal during the next triennial period as circumstances 
warrant. OBD welcomes all feedback and suggestions for ways we might better 
support DBEs in obtaining opportunities to work on NJ TRANSIT contracts. 

 Our involvement was the DBE program started since 2005. We are MBE, SBE, 
DBE. Our primary office is in Cedar Grove, New Jersey, that's our Headquarter. 
We have offices in city of Newark and also have thinks /HAEU New York and 
office in Queens also. So -I've been around the DBE program, as I mentioned, 
almost 17 years. It's very disturbing to hear some of the results that was just 
shown earlier. And not to rehash what was already said by Brian, the process 
of getting a DBE to stay in the game similar to myself, I'm electrical, and I see 
100 percent electrical distribution that really is sickening to me. Because that is 
telling me that because I am able to perform the work, and I have done well in 
the industry, there's times where I was out of the DBE. And it doesn't help the 
program, because if we can't find other electrical firms to perform the work, why 
should I be out of the game? So, the system is set up in a way it's not rewarding 
if you're doing better. It's more like a failure. So, I think there's got to be a way 
of looking at was suggested, the mentor protege. A person like myself as I'm 
doing right now with MBEs is to empower smaller contractors under me. I have 
three contractors I'm working with at the Newark Terminal A project. And this is 
the way you grow the industry; you have to get experienced contractors to help 
the smaller contractors. There's no other way to do it. You can't teach someone 
how to play football if they've never trained to play football. So, it's time that we 
change the process, because the larger firms will always say they can't find 
anyone to subcontract to. And that's because the experience is not there, and 
the opportunity to -- they haven't gotten the opportunity to be in the same 
platform. 
As mentioned in New Jersey Transit’s Proposed DBE Agency Goal for FFY 2023-
2025 presentation, a focus of NJ TRANSIT’s efforts in the next triennial period will be 
prime/DBE networking. 

 My primary focus of business is vegetation management restoration and 
landscape construction. My certifications are DBE, WBE, and SBE. Participation 
are necessary to ensure diversity exists in the contracting community and firms 
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owned and run by women and minorities are given equal opportunities to 
participate in federally assisted in transportation process. Access to capital and 
bonding continue to be challenges faced by women and minority-owned firms. 
Traditional banks require assets to be used as collateral for bank loans and 
lines of credit. DBE serve owners like perhaps a home is not owned or if it is, is 
in a historically depressed or marginalized community where housing has been 
devalued or undervalued and is not considered an asset. In the absence of 
asset, banks will not extend loans or lines of credit. Bonding is similarly 
impacted. The DBE firm has no choice, but to access capital in the secondary 
margin that is characterized by excessively high interest rates and demanding 
weekly repayment schedules. This adds to the DBE firms' costs and limits their 
ability to take on larger projects because they lack the capital to invest in 
necessary fixed assets to perform the work, to hire additional employees to 
increase capacity or purchase material necessary for the job. In areas for future 
investigation may be the development of a program that allows the DBE firm to 
use the federal contract as collateral for small business loans or lines of credit 
directly from FHWA, FDA or local banks working in collaboration with the FDA's 
lenders. Prime contractors have many advantages over DBE firms. Recently 
prime contractors have attempted to use the price difference between their cost 
to self-perform for the cost of DBE versus non-DBE to perform the work. This 
comparison should be reviewed cautiously and used as an example as to why 
the DBE firms -- DBE program in the stated goals continue to be relevant and 
necessary to allow equal access and opportunity. Prime contractors by nature 
of their size and the dollar value of contracts in hand have the ability to negotiate 
more favorable to pricing repayment terms for materials acquired for vendors. 
On a recent, NJDOT federally-funded contracted vendors, provided pricing for 
materials to a prime contractor 28.6 percent less than the pricing for the very 
same materials provided to me as DBE firm. Similarly, a prime contractor holds 
all items within a bid. Money for certain items or a portion thereof to other items 
within a contract. This creates a lower line item cost to self-perform. Take for 
example the supply installation. A prime contractor may put the money to install 
the filters within their traffic control item. The traffic control crew may put up 
the pattern in the morning and work on the filters while other employees perform 
concrete, drainage, guardrails, or other work items. The installation of the inlet 
filters is a filler. The prime contract is a line item for mobilization and various 
items throughout the bid to cover the actual cost of supplying and installing 
and dispose of the filters. These costs are not in the item inlet filter, but rather 
dispersed across their items in the contract. By contrast, the DBE firm may 
provide a standalone price for a line item inlet filter. All costs must be included 
in the one item, the mobilization, material cost, installation, maintenance, 
removal, and disposal. The DBE firm will show a higher unit cost versus the 
prime contractor who may have allocated the cost within other parts of their 
bidding strategy. 
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 As mentioned in New Jersey Transit’s Proposed DBE Agency Goal for FFY 2023-
2025 presentation, a focus of NJ TRANSIT’s efforts in the next triennial period will be 
securing bonding and other means of access to capital for DBEs. Thank you so much 
for this opportunity. We are social good PR and marketing agency located in the 
city of Jersey City, New Jersey in the county of Hudson. I'll try to be as brief as 
possible. I just want to, basically, lag a few issues. First, thank you for this 
opportunity to share feedback and to share my experience in that of my agency. 
And thank you to Adonis for having helped us to navigate the DBE process at 
the time. Thank you, you were great. My concerns are around the fact I'm a 
service business. And I know that most of the businesses or firms that New 
Jersey Transit, and some of your partner agencies partner with are primarily in 
the engineering or the architecture or similar fields. But at this service business, 
what I found is a lot of the materials, policies and practices that NJ transit has, 
are really geared towards those type of fields, the engineering, the construction, 
the architecture. They're not really relevant to businesses like mine, which are 
now a growing part of your DBE program. So, I would posit and offer that the 
materials, policies, and practices be reviewed to make a distinction between 
businesses like mine, particularly, around the financial requirements. I recently 
-- to -- on a project that we're working on, I had to purchase a significant amount 
of insurance that I think most businesses that are in a position like mine, it 
would present a serious financial hardship to do so. And many of the insurances 
that I had to purchase are not relevant to the type of work that we do. We don't 
do borings. We do drainage. We don't do any of that type of work. And so, to 
require the same -- the same thing of us that's required of those businesses that 
do that work, I think is -- does pose a barrier for businesses like mine. And the 
other thing I would say, during the DBE process and becoming a DBE, I found 
the paperwork to be very onerous and I don't think -- and a lot of it, again, is not 
applicable to the type of business that I run or operate in businesses like mean. 
And I think that a lot of people don't apply to be part of the program because of 
those onerous requirements and barriers. And I think you could grow the 
program with more businesses like mine if those distinctions were made from 
a policy practice and financial standpoint. Thank you. We're DBE with NJ Transit 
and we're NJ WBE with the Port Authority, as well as the city of New York. 
NJ TRANSIT is currently reviewing its practices in the area of insurance requirements 
to explore opportunities to better match insurance requirements to the risk related to 
a given scope of work on a project. 

 We're in the plumbing business for 22 years. We're certified with the Port 
Authority of New York and New Jersey, New Jersey Transit, the disadvantaged 
small business and New Jersey, state of New Jersey. My main concern – my 
complaint sort of is that you go through all  these certifications. And after you 
get your certifications, there's no opportunities. There's now direction. All you 
get at the end  of the certification is just a certificate and  you got to go find the 
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opportunities yourself. If that's the case, what do you need to get certified for. 
That's my complaint. I've been certified with New Jersey Transit for almost a 10 
year now. I haven't gotten one opportunity. All I get is bids, bids, projects that 
are not related to my scope of work. Same thing with  the Port Authority and the 
same thing with the state of New Jersey. That's it. 
NJ TRANSIT sets DBE goals on federal contracts to ensure DBE opportunities on 
those contracts. However, you do not need any certification to bid or work on                 
NJ TRANSIT contracts. All firms are welcome to explore bidding opportunities with  
NJ TRANSIT. 

 Hi, everyone. Good afternoon. I'm a principal consultant. Primary NAICS code 
or primary business is human capital management and small business capacity 
building. I am DBE, SBE, WBE and MBE certified.  And so -- all right. So, in 
listening to everyone online and in person, I think one big thing with our firm, 
we're currently in a final oral presentation phase for 21063, 21064, 21065 as a 
DBE firm for human resource consulting services. So, for Tara, I think New 
Jersey Transit does have the opportunity for service-based contracts. It just 
requires the capacity and the knowledge to really understand how to attack that. 
And I think that's one of the big things we're doing at our firm as well. We work 
with the City of Newark very closely. And to establish what we call the Black 
Bunker. One of the large gaps is, there's not enough outreach that meets the 
needs of the small business owners that you're trying to publicize to. They are 
not necessarily geared to understand a 262 RFP. And what does that outreach 
look like for those business owners? What does it look like to have those 
classes? So right now, with the City of Newark, we are having -- we're actually 
breaking down how to create the cost analysis. How we're going to write these 
are RFP responses? We're doing the same thing with MBDA Center and we're 
seeing the needle move. So, I think I challenge New Jersey Transit. The 
opportunities are there. It's just how are you crafting it for the people that 
actually want to be in this business. The BZVE (Phonetic) certified, I think the 
threshold I think is under $1.3 million. And I think we have more than enough 
businesses, despite the pandemic actually, because there has been an influx. I 
know I have one minute. There has an increase of 7,000 businesses added in 
the state of New Jersey, small businesses, after the pandemic. Right? And so, 
we have to take a look around and say, yes, there are small business available, 
but what is New Jersey Transit doing? What does the outreach look like? Is it 
practical? I think Port Authority also has an amazing program. Also, I have a 
podcast called Government Coins and New Jersey Transit and Department of 
transportation has been on there. Where they talk about their action items of 
really breaking down RFPs to create a better understanding for the community 
they're trying to serve. And so that's for us. And that is my time. Thank you. 
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As mentioned in New Jersey Transit’s Proposed DBE Agency Goal for FFY 2023-
2025 presentation, a focus of NJ TRANSIT’s efforts in the next triennial period will be 
expanded outreach and DBE recruitment.  

 Actually, I have multiple questions. We are certified as DBE, as well as MBE 
through Port Authority of New Jersey. And we're also certified as DBE in 
Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, and a few other states. And we provide 
engineering services, testing and inspections. We also provide environmental 
consulting. My question is the process of waiver. We keep receiving lot of 
requests like random, like spam e-mails with actually nothing that we could 
provide at the  DBE services for them. And we keep notifying them that we 
cannot participate. And my concern is, when we notify that we cannot 
participate because that's not the service we provide, are those responses used 
against the -- in favor of -- favors, like, whoever is the GC or other entities. And 
how do you verify that it's not being misused. That's one question. Then another 
one is, debriefing. People take us onboard; you fill up the phone and all that. At 
the end of the job, they don't even give us 30 percent of the work. And that is 
really hurting because in anticipation of signed agreements, the staff available 
and not utilizing the full amount. How do you verify that whoever is the prime is 
not trying to find ways and means to not utilize the DBE and then their goal, use 
whatever reasons to use somebody else? And often I see this happening more 
and more in New Jersey Transit project. Thank you. 
NJ TRANSIT does not accept waivers to DBE goals. All Bidders/Proposers must 
demonstrate a Good Faith Effort (GFE) to meet the DBE goal assigned to a 
project/contract. If a low Bidder or highest-ranked Proposer fails to demonstrate a GFE 
as required by USDOT DBE regulations NJ TRANSIT will not award the project to that 
Bidder or Proposer. Once a prime has been awarded a contract. NJ TRANSIT OBD 
performs compliance monitoring for the lifetime of the project to ensure DBE 
utilizations. Prime contractors cannot add, remove, or replace a subcontractor on a 
project without approval from OBD.  

 Good afternoon, all that are present. Let me first begin by extending my 
gratitude to the New Jersey Transit for hosting this forum, which it is to seek to 
address some of the issues that have been highlighted. And our firm's primary 
business, our focus is in professional engineering services. As I started by 
saying, let me thank you hosting this. I'm currently MBE and SBE certified. And 
well on to obtaining the DBE certification. I just wanted to say that I concur with 
a lot of what has been said by Mr. Batiste and other DBEs. And I have had some 
experiences in going after contracts. My experience is that I've notified New 
Jersey Transit, because our firm has had an association or members to all 
principles have been ex-employees with close to eight years’ experience in 
managing large projects in New York City. We have approached New Jersey 
Transit, but so far, we have not had a very positive response. That doesn't say 
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that opportunities do not exist. I would like to -- yes, recognize Ms. Perdomo, 
who I met in the past who has been very helpful. And I certainly would seek to 
continue the case and to work other DBEs which have heard and concur with 
their experiences. And hoping and looking forward to better and brighter days. 
So, I thank you so much for hosting this event. 
NJ TRANSIT is not able to award contracts directly unless firms bidding on contracts 
as a prime. NJ TRANSIT sets DBE goals on federal contracts to ensure DBE 
opportunities on those contracts. The best advice for DBEs to win those opportunities 
are to: 

1. Maintain an updated DBE certification and make sure the certification reflects 
the appropriate NAICS codes and comprehensive business description for the 
work your firm is certified to perform as a DBE. 

2. Attend NJ TRANSIT pre-bid and pre-proposal meetings to learn about 
contract details and network with primes and other DBEs who are interested 
in doing work on NJ TRANSIT contracts. 

3. Reach out to OBD for support. You can reach out to the specific Compliance 
Operations team member assigned to your specific contract or E-mail to 
OBDP@njtransit.com.  

As mentioned in New Jersey Transit’s Proposed DBE Agency Goal for FFY 2023-
2025 presentation, a focus of NJ TRANSIT’s efforts in the next triennial period will be 
prime/DBE networking. 

 Good afternoon, everybody. Thank you for this opportunity to provide 
comments. The primary business function as Human Resources consulting and 
I'm also material supplier. So on the material supply side, I could say that 
various interest for me,  personally, is the way -- My certifications are with the 
Port Authority, AC, DBE, WBE, New Jersey, WBE, SBE, New York City, WBE, 
New York State WBE. And federal certifications include woman-owned small 
business and economically, disadvantaged woman-owned small business. I'm 
going to run out of paper with all my certifications. Anyway, so the various 
interest for me, personally, is that I find that the packages are so big and totally 
irrelevant to someone that's only providing a small subset 10 of a trade on a big 
project. So, for me, it would really help if these packages were streamlined 
specific to trade and will increase participation. On the other side of Human 
Resources Consulting, I want to mention that I have a program A-Plus - 
apprentice that is part of New Jersey innovation office, future of work, 
accelerated program. And I recently received approval from the Newark Board 
of Education to launch a pilot program with 50 students 18 years 21 and older, 
including diverse students to match with employers for on-the-job training. This 
is a new concept, and I would like to know how I could work with Transit and 
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some of the primary contractors to help students in the City of Newark with local 
community-based employers to provide a social economic impact. Thank you. 
As mentioned in New Jersey Transit’s Proposed DBE Agency Goal for FFY 2023-
2025 presentation, a focus of NJ TRANSIT’s efforts in the next triennial period will be 
unbundling of larger contracts. 

 I have a MBE, newly accredited through the Port Authority. SBE, DBE from the 
Port Authority. My complaint is I'm newly appointed DBE. Once I got the DBE 
and I paid for my other certifications as well, I went through the list of almost 30 
advanced steel where the gentleman speaker said earlier, we have a 
shortcoming, a short fall with concrete fabrication and steel fabrication. I 
contacted almost every supplier and they would not give me a quote. So, how 
is the DBE supposed to survive in this type of environment when no one will 
give you a bid so that you can bid on projects in your /HAE community? I even 
called as far as California. Now the logistics of bringing the steel parts to the 
Middlesex County area is ridiculous. And I still could not get a quote. So, the 
agency liaison who may possibly be able to work with the steel structural 
certified list and see if we could get some more participation. And this is also 
another roadblock for DBEs and that concludes my statement. Thank you. 
Thank you for sharing your experience. 

 Here at the ACCNJ, we firmly believe that business development is going to be 
the key to reversing the availability numbers that we saw earlier in  the 
presentation. We have to increase capacity in this state when it comes to DBE 
firms. And the way you do that is you need to develop businesses. You have to 
allow primes to provide assistance and training to these smaller firms. And we 
were very excited to see that the mentor protege program is something that NJ 
Transit will pursue. I think that's a great way to potentially pursue a pilot 
program that allows primes to provide assistance to these smaller firms. Okay? 
You have to allow that to happen. Under the current DBE rules right now, we, 
unfortunately, have some restrictions on the types of assistance that primes 
can provide to their DBE firms. The mentor protege program, though, that would 
allow NJ Transit to construct some type of pilot program that allows for that 
more direct one-on-one development. Right? This will forge stronger 
relationships between the primes and the DBEs and relationships is the key to 
growth in any industry. And construction is no different. Okay? If we're going 
to have these DBE firms crossover into new sectors, they need to learn and tap 
into the resources that prime can provide. And mentor protege can reach 
venture type arrangement is something that NJ Transit should absolutely be 
look looking at. The problem with the current DBE rule surrounding mentor 
protege program, they don't really do anything to incentivize engagement. 
Okay? There's very little participation, and that's 6 because the rules, quite 
frankly, are a bit antiquated. It caps some of credit that you receive for the 
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protege work. And there's also an odd rule in there that talks about how you 
can't use the protege on protected engagements. Compare that to the FTA 
mentor protege program,  which is the most utilized mentor protege program in 
the federal level, those restrictions aren't there. And sure enough, the FTA seek 
a lot of heavy engagement in their mentor protege program. So, I think if NJ 
Transit is going to pursue mentor protege program and actually be successful, 
they should take a look at the FTA model, I think you'll actually get some 
involvement from both DBE and primes. And that's how we're going to grow 
these DBEs into industry powerhouses where they then are hiring their own 
DBEs and creating reciprocal work and that's got to be the focus of NJ Transit 
moving forward. That's it. 
As mentioned in New Jersey Transit’s Proposed DBE Agency Goal for FFY 2023-
2025 presentation, a focus of NJ TRANSIT’s efforts in the next triennial period will be 
offering/sponsoring DBE mentor/protégé program development. 

 All right. We  do insurance, broker advisory, risk management services. We are 
certified as MBE, WBE, SBE and DBE. Headquarters right down the street from 
JFK airport. So, first and foremost, just to begin, it's exciting and I wanted to 
thank you for having me. With that said, I want to address an area that was 
mentioned in this open forum. One is that there was a significant reduction in 
some of the DBE contract, highways, industrial, anything, along that contract in 
line, electrical power. And it is for various reasons to have you guys thought as 
a prime. We also serve for office of general service, New York State Community 
Renewal, and various other New York City agency to address some of the 
insurance barriers. We just did a market analysis for the mayor's office in New 
York City, and we came up with some solutions that I would love to meet with 
some of your risk insurance folks at NJ Transit to share. Secondly, I don't know 
if you guys do significant amount of work within the insurance. The Port 
Authority does, as well as the MTA. They have addressed to include 
professional services. Now, with the infrastructure bill coming down the 
pipeline, everybody needs to be insured. So with that said, I would really love 
to meet with New Jersey Transit to keep up the momentum of what you guys 
are doing for certified DBE firms to address discretionary spend that is specific, 
because the majority of the work we do, over 60 percent our firm serves as a 
prime, to address additional areas that we can actually facilitate specific as a 
certified DBE firm to address some of the disparities that are currently within 
the professional services area. With that said, I close it out. And, once again, 
thank you for this opportunity. 
NJ TRANSIT is currently reviewing its practices in the area of insurance requirements 
to explore opportunities to better match insurance requirements to the risk related to 
a given scope of work on a project. 
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 We're located in Bergen County, in Teaneck, New Jersey. We are an SBE, WBE 
and DBE in New Jersey. We're also certified in other states in the District of 
Columbia. The thing I wanted to bring up relates to -- Business and technology 
consulting. So, we do strategic planning. We are currently providing services to 
New Jersey Transit in the area of enterprise asset management The thing I 
wanted to  bring up relates to insurance requirements. We propose on quite a 
lot of New Jersey Transit work as a sub and there's typically a requirement for 
$10 million of professional liability. We just increased our professional liability 
from two-and-a-half to five million, which is very expensive. And as based on 
the size of our firm because we don't do anything like 10 million a year, we're 
told there's no way we could get that kind of insurance. So, what happens is, 
every time we propose either, whether we're the prime or we're the sub, we need 
to take exception to that requirement. And we've gotten a waiver every time. But 
I just find it strange that there's no -- you know, there's no consideration of this 
-- the type of project and the size of the firm. And I would just add some of these 
standard requirements will include pollution, control, liability insurance when 
we're doing a study. So, you know, we have sufficient insurance for Port 
Authority, from MTA, from any other agencies. I'm wondering why this has never 
been addressed by New Jersey Transit. 
NJ TRANSIT is currently reviewing its practices in the area of insurance requirements 
to explore opportunities to better match insurance requirements to the risk related to 
a given scope of work on a project. 


